Visual Identity for
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WHY A GRAPHICS MANUAL?
Mistra Urban Futures’ graphics manual is designed to help the centre’s
employees create uniform communication. Communicating a uniform
visual identity is strongly indicative of a professional business, and
is also a part of the process of becoming a world leading centre for
sustainable urban development.
The design of all printed and electronic communication from Mistra
Urban Futures must have a uniform visual identity which clearly
indicates that Mistra Urban Futures is the sender.
This manual presents the principles and examples that will help
everyone representing Mistra Urban Futures to be able to communicate
with Mistra Urban Futures as the obvious sender. The Mistra Urban
Futures’ projects should all communicate using the guidelines in this
graphics manual.
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DESIGN ELEMENTS
MAIN LOGO
The logo, which is the most important graphic
identification among the basic design elements,
consists of the symbol in combination with the
wordmark. The logo is used for identification of the
sender in all contexts where possible. Examples
of the usage are corporate stationery, information
publications, advertisements, signage, roll-ups, etc.

LOCAL LOGOS
Mistra Urban Futures’ local platforms use a locally
adapted logo based on urban patterns of the
particular city. This is in order to create a local
identification and identity. The main logo is used
when the headquarters and Urban Futures Arena
are the senders.

SYMBOL
The symbol, which is the graphics part of the logo,
may only be used without the wordmark when it is
obvious from the context that Mistra Urban Futures
is the sender. Examples of this could be as eyecatchers in an exhibition stand, where the logo and
organisation name also appear simultaneously, or
in various types of giveaways where the logo’s text
cannot be reproduce properly.

DECORATIVE ELEMENTS
Since the urban network plays a significant role in
Mistra Urban Futures’ activity, it is an integrated part
of the graphic profile, a decorative element. The
urban network can be used as decorative elements
on items such as printed materials, advertising and
promotional literature, presentations, etc. It can
be used in a number of ways to work in different
contexts.
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DESIGN ELEMENTS
TYPEFACES
In order to strengthen the graphic profile, the typography
should also be as uniform as possible. Specific typefaces
should therefore be used in the production of printed
information, wherever possible. For practical reasons,
the use of the organisation’s typeface is not a profile
requirement, only a strong recommendation.
Instructions on the use of the typography are on page 10.

COLOURS
Mistra Urban Futures primarily uses three colours – a
dark blue brand colour, two identification colours, and
a set of complementary colours. The colours and their
usage are defined on page 12.
The dark blue brand colour is taken from the image of the
Earth as photographed from outer space. The illustrated
symbol of a part of the dark blue globe covered in urban
networks signifies that half of the Earth’s population are
now urbanites.
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NAME AND LOGO
NAME
Our official name is Mistra Urban Futures. The abbreviation “Urban Futures” may be
used in verbal communications but never in written communications. No abbreviations or
shortenings are allowed in any official context. The abbreviation “Mistra” should not be
used under any circumstances as this is the name of our financial sponsor.

MAIN LOGO
The logo, which is the primary graphic identification among the basic design elements,
consists of the illustrated symbol and the wordmark. The main logo should, wherever
technically possible, be used as the sender in any general context. It is used when the
main office and UF Arena are the sender. Refer to the information on local logos on
page 6. Typical applications are corporate stationery, printed information, advertisements,
signage, roll-ups, etc.

Original design
The original design is used against a white or
very even light background. Spot colours (PMS)
or the primary colours (CMYK) are to be used for
printing projects in accordance with the colour
specifications on page 12.

White (negative) version
The white (negative) version is used against a
black or other dark even background.

Black version
The black version is used against a white or
very even, light background. In this version, the
logo loses some of its character, as the different
elements have the same weight, and should
therefore only be used in exceptional instances.
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NAME AND LOGO
LOcal logos
In addition to the main logo, there are five locally adapted versions of the logo. These are
used in contexts where one of Mistra Urban Futures’ local platforms is the sender. This is
to create a local identification and identity. The symbol in the local logo is based on the
urban patterns of the particular city.

Gothenburg

Cape Town

Manchester

Kisumu

Shanghai
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Logo policy
EXCLUSION ZONE
In order to protect the design feature of the logo, it is surrounded by a free zone.
No other design elements such as text, lines, etc. may be positioned within the free zone.
This ensures that the logo is always highly visible. The free zone should be the distance
of the symbol’s (semi-circle) width.

Free zone

Free zone

Free zone
Free zone

MINIMUM SIZE
The symbol and logo should never be reproduced in sizes that change their unique
features. The greatest risk for this is when reproducing in small sizes, and therefore the
height should never be less than 8 mm.

8 mm

ADDITIONS AND CHANGES
No changes or additions may be made to the logo, only the size may be altered
proportionally, as needed. Additions such as project names or slogans are not allowed.
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Logo policy
THE LOGO IN CONNECTION WITH THE CONSORTIUM, ASSOCIATEd partners,
FINANCIAL SPONSORS AND STRATEGIC PARTNERS
Mistra Urban Futures’ logo is the only visible brand identity allowed when the centre is the
sender. The consortium, associated partners and financial sponsors should instead be
mentioned in the text (see below).
Similar solutions for the local platforms where local consortiums appear below each logo
will be produced when the consortiums have been established.
There are exceptional cases in which Mistra Urban Futures has established cooperative
ventures and where it is desirable and preferable for each party to figure with its
respective organisation’s logotype. This applies for instance to SURF in Manchester and
ACC in Cape Town. Templates have been created for logo positioning and they will be
distributed to platforms that already have this type of business cooperation.
The relevant cooperative ventures have been and will continue to be determined on a
case by case basis.

Logo in conjunction with the consortium (Swedish)

Logo in conjunction with the consortium (English)
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Logo in conjunction with the consortium and associated partners (Swedish)

Logo in conjunction with the consortium and associated partners (English)

Logo in conjunction with the consortium, associated partners and financial sponsors (Swedish)

Logo in conjunction with the consortium, associated partners and financial sponsors (English)
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Logo policy
FilE Formats for different purposes
Mistra Urban Futures’ logo is available in two formats suitable for use in different
contexts. The format is in the file extension (the last letters after the full stop).

Image format

File extension Used for

Comment

EPS

.eps

InDesign, Illustrator for layout
of printed materials.
EPS can also be used for
Word, where it may look
blurred on the screen, but
looks good when printed.
PowerPoint.

High quality. The EPS
format is vector based and
therefore conctinuously
scalable without quality
loss.

PNG

.png

Printouts on office printers,
from Word, PowerPoint etc.
For use on the internet.

Poorer quality than EPS.
The PNG format is used for
printouts on office printers,
but not for high-quality
printed materials.
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Typefaces
Consistently using uniform typography in printed materials, advertisements and other
productions strengthens the graphic profile. The instructions in this manual should
therefore be used wherever possible to create recognition.
The main typeface for Mistra Urban Futures’ productions is Interstate. The typeface,
designed by Tobias Frere-Jones during the period 1993–1999, is a digital typeface that is
closely related to the FHWA Series Font.

APPLICATION
In promotional materials, such as printed materials and advertisements, Interstate should
be used in the headings and short body texts. For longer body texts, where Interstate
becomes difficult to read, Times New Roman is to be used instead.
In internal documents, such as PowerPoint and Word, those who have Interstate installed
should use it, but then the document must be saved as a PDF if it is to be used externally.
Otherwise, Arial is suitable as a replacement for Interstate in headings and short body
texts.
Mistra Urban Futures’ typography is set in black, white or the turquoise identification
colour, depending on the background and usage. Note that legibility is of the utmost
important when it comes to the choice of colour on texts. Always try to create as much
contrast as possible between the background and the text. For longer texts, such as the
body in reports and similar documents, black against a white background is always used.
Only the headings and subheadings may be in a different colour.

INTERSTATE light condensed is Used in headlines.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÅÄÖ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzåäö1234567890
INTERSTATE light is Used in body text.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÅÄÖ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzåäö1234567890
INTERSTATE Bold is used in middle and subheadings.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÅÄÖ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzåäö1234567890
Times New Roman is used in longer texts.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÅÄÖ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzåäö1234567890
ARIAL is used on the web, for powerpoint and word, etc.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÅÄÖ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzåäö1234567890
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Light
condensed

Light
condensed

Light

Bold

Light

Bold

The typeface is Interstate

Heading
Interstate is a digital typeface designed by Tobias Frere-Jones in the
period 1993–1999, and licensed by Font Bureau. The typeface is closely
related to the FHWA Series fonts, a signage alphabet drawn for the United States Federal highway Administration in 1949.
The terminals of ascending and descending strokes are cut at an
angle to the stroke (see lowercase t, and l), and on curved strokes
(see lowercase e and s), terminals are drawn at a 90° angle to the
stroke, positioning them at an angle to the baseline. Counters are
open, even in the bold and bold condensed weights, further contributing to legibility.
Xeribus inis consequ oditati onsequatur, omniam
dolorep reritiam, corendunt assus plibus estiat
molenis re perum qui as et as reperch icienim
oditat. Am is quodipsae necatiusDa de qui as sero
que comnihit, sapero et es dollestibusa voluptatis
et, quiae sed moloruptae pa consequat dolupta
tempore mpedisquia prae nimodia quaspic turibus et resed quis mo dia dusapicae sinverisque
volorrovidus et dolutaeri te et molest, quunt
derio. Elibeates maxim
About Mistra Urban Futures
qui ad estios qui qui consendi officiumet accuscias antibus et autas re volessus dis dolorro
blabore ni arcipit, odi consequiae es essimus,
atem ius excestius, sus ut lam esed quost, necta
qui aut ullat.
Non poreseq uiasit alique lania susanda dolupta
perorum dolorem sintiatis adit, ut eribernat.
Ecabori orrorem volorum rerias est, to etus, ullitibus re etus acessin ctotatecat odiorrum rest
quatibust
Consedis
voluptaquam rem conet et expla alibus aut est
od magnita spellaturem eum quosamendi unt re
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antur, consenis veles cus eiunt alitatur assimin
vendame volorrum nonsedis iditatae dolor acescium aut lamusdae culpa consequi bernam re ra
con nobis dunt quissincto eos as sundus, cusae
pre ea sunt alibus idit voleni nonet odigend esequas rehende tectatem eum et quibus aut perum
que atisima
Sustainable urban development
doluptate od mod quae con corum idis abo.
Ut eror ra cuptat quodi sin consequae pro que
nonsequam eveles ipsum qui sitiistias doluptam
reptae nimi, ex pelli quibusanis eaque latusam hicium etur simagn, niaerit utem aditaquo tempore
perferis dolupta tior ent orporat emquia intur,
sinvelessin commollitium eni blabore preptatem
consequis esto entoria quaesse corem. Nem et
expercit que sundelitis nos quunt il is est ea sum
et, ulpa de peritiant.
Lorem ipsum
Erum il mos quos doloremquid et moluptios dolo
temporeni corero coreste mporum ipsa cus suntest mi, si cus nis ad quat ma consedis aut moditio de lum eaquis acero bea doloribea volupta dignam ad quam ad qui odit volest, il il inverum qua.

Colours
In the symbol and the logo, a dark blue colour is used. This is Mistra Urban Futures’
brand colour. This colour is only used in the symbol and logo – never in any other context.
In addition to the brand colour two identification colours, turquoise and red,are used.
These may be used as strengthening profile elements. Examples of this are the header
colour and decorative elements in printed materials, walls in exhibition stands, etc.
Furthermore, a set of complementary colours are defined, primarily for web usage.
The colours are defined as spot colours in the Pantone Matching System (PMS). The
same colour number is used for printing on coated and uncoated paper (“C” and “U”
respectively).
For 4-colour process printing colour are designated in CMYK, i.e. the printing colours
cyan, magenta, yellow and black (K). For usage with Word, Powerpoint etc, the colours
can be designated in CMYK or RGB and for internet usage RGB or HEX is used.

Brand colour

Spot colour

CMYK

RGB

HEX (web)

Pantone 2738

C100-M92-Y0-K1

R0-G35-B146

002392

Identification colours
Turquoise

Pantone 549

C56-M8-Y9-K21

R116-G153-B173

7499AD

Red

Pantone 194

C8-M100-Y55-K37

R133-G40-B63

85283F

Complementary colours
Blue

Pantone 299

C86-M8-Y0-K0

R73-G170-B238

49AAEE

Purple

Pantone 2645

C40-M44-Y0-K0

R167-G144-B210

A790D2

Bright red

Pantone 178

C0-M70-Y58-K0

R246-G108-B106

F66C6A

Green

Pantone 3265

C66-M0-Y39-K0

R99-G198-B174

63C6AE

Yellow

Pantone 122

C0-M11-Y80-K0

R255-G212-B87

FFD457

Grey

Pantone 7535

C10-M11-Y23-K19

R192-G181-B161

C0B5A3

Brand colour

Identification colours

Complementary colours

Turquoise

Blue

Purple

Bright red

Red

Green

Yellow

Grey
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Decorative elements
An urban network is a major asset when creating a unique profile, and is
therefore used as a decorative element in items such as printed materials,
advertising and promotional literature, presentations, etc. The urban network
shown below can be used as a basic form, but can be modified infinitely.
This basic form is available in vector format and to edit or modify it,
acces to illustration software such as Adobe Illustrator is needed.

Examples of usage of the urban network

ANNUAL REPORT 2011
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Images
Mistra Urban Futures’ imagery focuses on urban environments with the hustle and bustle
that either depict different problems to be solved or excellent examples of sustainable
urban development, depending on the context. Remember to select images with a colour
palette that complements the logo. Below are some examples.

Examples of images
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TEMPLATES
Business cards
The business card has two sides, one English side and one with the local language.
In cases where the local language is English, one side only contains graphical elements.
The business cards follow the example shown below.

name Surname
Title
Postal address: SE-412 96 Gothenburg, Sweden
Visiting address: Aschebergsgatan 44
Phone: +46 (0)00 00 00 00
E-mail: firstname.surname@chalmers.se
Web: www.mistraurbanfutures.org

Förnamn eFternamn
Titel
Postadress: 412 96 Göteborg
Besöksadress: Aschebergsgatan 44
Telefon: +46 (0)00 00 00 00
E-post: förnamn.efternamn@chalmers.se
Webb: www.mistraurbanfutures.org
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TEMPLATES
Letters and publications/reports
Letter and publication/report templates for the respective city are available for InDesign
and Microsoft Word.
Below is an example of a letter template.

Mistra Urban Futures
Chalmers | SE-412 96 Göteborg | Tel: +46 (0)31-772 49 56 | www.mistraurbanfutures.se
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TEMPLATES
Example of a publication/report.

Mistra Urban Futures Papers
2012:1

Urban Cultures
as a field of knowledge and learning

Daniel Gillberg
Ylva Berglund
Helene Brembeck
Olle Stenbäck
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TEMPLATES
Presentations
For presentations produced in PowerPoint, there are ready made templates with basic
design elements, such as logos and decorative elements. Other contents are added by
the user. Sub-pages can be designed relatively freely, but the front page should always
retain its basic form. The image of the semicircle can be replaced.
Instructions on how to replace images are in the notes inside the PowerPoint document.
The PowerPoint templates are created with the typeface Arial. Users with Interstate
installed can obviously use it instead. Remember not to share presentations created
with Interstate, because it is not a standard typeface and might not be installed on other
computers.

Front slide

To add an image in
half circle area:
1. Place the white
image mask behind.
2. Remove this
example image.
3. Add a new image.
4. Scale and position
the image so that
the desired part
covers the half
circle. Crop the
image from left to
align with slide
edge.
5. Place the image
behind the white
mask.

Examples of slide layouts

Headline example in 36 pt Arial on
one or two lines

Headline in 36 pt Arial
on one or two lines

Text flows on required number of lines, or can be set as bullet
texts. The text is is 16-20 pt size. Slides without image has the
bigger size, as here 20 pt.
• Bullet text in several levels with increasing indents
– Level two
– Level three
– Level four

Text flows on required number of lines, or can
be set as bullet texts. The text is is 16-20 pt
size. Slides without image has the bigger size,
as here 16 pt.
• Bullet text in several levels with increasing
indents
– Level two
– Level three
– Level four

To add a new image in
placeholder:
1. Remove example
image.
2. Click to add picture.
3. Use crop tool to
choose part of
image to show.
4. Place picture
behind street grid.
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TEMPLATES
INtroduction
A brief introductory text about the centre which is to be used, for example, in email
signatures:
Mistra Urban Futures is an international center for sustainable urban development.
The headquarters is located in Gothenburg, Sweden and the center operates in five cities
around the world including Cape Town, Gothenburg, Greater Manchester, Kisumu and
Shanghai. Co-production of knowledge as well as creating Fair, Green and Dense cities
is a winning concept for a successful sustainable urban future. A global Arena provides for
interaction with external actors and between the five cities.

EMAIL SIGNATURE
Email signatures should be used when sending emails where your role in Mistra
Urban Futures is that of the sender. The local language, in combination with English,
is used for the platforms and Urban Futures Arena. The head office uses English
in combination with Swedish. Below is a version of the signature containing English
and Swedish text.

First namn Last name
Title
Mistra Urban Futures
Chalmers
SE-412 96 Göteborg
Office: +46 (0) 00 00 00 00
Mobile: +46 (0)70 00 00 00
E-mail: name@organisation.com
Web: www.mistraurbanfutures.org
Twitter: @mistraurbanfut

Mistra Urban Futures is an international center for sustainable urban development. The headquarters is located in
Gothenburg, Sweden and the center operates in five cities around the world including Cape Town, Gothenburg, Greater
Manchester, Kisumu and Shanghai. Co-production of knowledge as well as creating Fair, Green and Dense cities is a
winning concept for a successful sustainable urban future. A global Arena provides for interaction with external actors
and between the five cities.
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GRAPHIC DESIGN APPLICATIONS – EXAMPLES
Examples of graphic design applications:

ANNUAL REPORT 2011

Annual report

Advertisement
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GRAPHIC DESIGN APPLICATIONS – EXAMPLES
Example of roll-up:

Fair
Green
Dense
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